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Today 
My presentation has these four themes, all of them are tough-minded: 
 
1. You advocate, sell and persuade best the more intimately you understand the 
audience you’re trying to influence. This includes understanding their world-view however 
different it is from your own. I hope you will be more able to think like a Coalition Minister after 
this presentation. That is my aim.  
 
2. There will be many losers of funding levels in coming years, and some winners. The 
winners will be those that are able to demonstrate the impact of their work on the lives of real 
populations. “We have the technology” – we need to move to action on this now.   
 
3. The era of individual agency effort is closing – Ministers, funders, philanthropists want 
to know what you are changing, how you are working together to reduce or eliminate a 
problem, not what your hard-working organisation is doing. WA can lead in terms of service 
integration and collective impact. The groundwork has been laid, the social capital is high, risk 
(trial-and-error) money is coming on stream.  
 
4. We must all read more, think more, use evidence more, be more aware of 
overseas, other sector developments. No sector is an island. We have to think and learn 
beyond the social welfare ghetto where we’ve been comfortable. Sometimes this means more 
market solutions. Sometimes it means being more radical. Our clinical practice cannot be the 
only place we seek international learning, but our management and service delivery practice 
needs to rise as well.  
 



Thinking like a Coalition Minister 
All Coalition Minister’s (wet & dry, socially conservative and 
socially-liberal) share these views:  
 
1. Employment is the best form of welfare. They want to 
know how your program helps people get and sustain 
employment. (Especially important in indigenous policy 
settings).  
 
3. They want to unwind universal service provision 
wherever possible and have more user-pays wherever 
possible.  
 
4. They believe in market-solutions wherever possible, and 
people having choice, not being dictated to by bureaucrats.   
 
5. They are on a crusade to reduce regulation, ‘red-tape’, 
bureaucracy, ‘rent-seeking’, and the big new enemy: 
“entitlements”.  
 

 
 

        
         

          
     



Financial imperative – new language 
1. Manage entitlement spending growth (Hockey, 

Cormann) 
2. Improve the quality of government investment 

spending (infrastructure and human capital) to 
grow the productive economy. Areas of potential 
resonance for social policy: 
- Raise work-force participation 
- Lower days lost to work (mental health, 

marital distress) 
- Improve cognitive and socio-cognitive capacity 

– early childhood 

3.  Commission of audit: “value-for money”, “eliminate waste”, “duplication 
between State & Federal”, “contestability”, “new technology”, “consolidation”, 
“rationalising”, flattening structures”. “privatisation”, “co-payments”, “price-
signals”, “user-charging”, “incentive payments”.   
 



Contestability 

What does it mean? 
• Markets are the best allocate or  
resources – better than central plans 
• Real markets rely on information and  
price signals which are not available in  
the social policy arena (insufficient  
performance as opposed to financial  
Information. 
• Contestability is considered an alternative to a real 

market – partial market – still provides competition 
and incentive to innovate.  

• Coalition divided on the importance of competition. 

Dry element within the Coalition thinks this way. Create genuine 
markets where you can and contestability where you can’t.  
 
 



Localism: ‘little platoons’,  
neighbourhood and civil society. 

What does it mean? 
• First line of defence idea. 
• The State can never  
        replace  it “The State is not  
        an arm of compassion”.  
• The State can’t afford it  
        with aging population and 
        increased demands.  
• Evidence base around contribution of very  
        local – neighbourhood things - to well-being. 
• Independence from, not an arm of the 

bureaucracy - protection FROM the arm of govt 
 

“Wherever possible, public policy should utilise the family and 
community organisations, rather than displacing them”.  
 Kevin Andrews, Maybe I do, p286 
 



Indigenous policy 
Tony Abbott wants to be “Prime Minister for Aboriginal 

affairs”. “Practical changes to improve lives” - 
“Aboriginal children need to go to school, adults to 
work and the ordinary rule of law needs to operate in 
indigenous communities”. 

 
1. Priority number 1 – kids in school – Truancy officers. 
  
2.    Law and order – nothing will improve without it   
 
3.    Economic development and wealth creation: 
- Land ownership, private property (ideological and 

practical) 
 

4.    Economics v culture – economics will be ascendant: 
New Advisory Council - Mundine, Pearson, Langton 
(Scullion also a businessman) 

“Nothing will change  
if we don’t get  
kids to school….  
At present children can  
decide whether they  
go to school. This has to  
change.” 
                  Nigel Scullion 



Thinking like a socially conservative Coalition 
Minister.... 

MARRIAGE MATTERS 
“Over four decades of social science  
research across Western nations 
confirms one thing clear and 
unambiguous conclusion: A healthy 
marriage is the best source of physical 
and mental health, emotional stability, 
and adults and children. ” 
Kevin Andrews (p 353). 
 
This book is about putting marriage as 
the foundation stone of social policy for 
a safe and healthy society. It is not Govt 
policy but it was written by the Minister!  



Thinking like a Coalition Minister – in summary 
1. Employment and enterprise as a focus – alternative to welfare  
 dependence, concepts of mutual obligation, pathways to job-

readiness 
2.  Financial imperatives – reduce burden of future government 

spending – see the role of the commission of audit, gives strong 
clues.  

3.  Localism and little platoons, neighbourhoods, independence of 
civil society 

4.  Contestability – between and within sectors toward the  
 creation of markets wherever possible 
5.  Indigenous policy directions – practical on the ground, “kids in 

school, adults of work & rule of law” – economic drivers, 
ownership, employment, wealth creation 

6.  Marriage as a foundation stone in social policy (for social 
conservatives) 

There are many more – these are but predictions of emphasis.  
 



The pragmatists guide to sustainability 

1. Our task now is to get closer to our collaborators 
across sectors. We must form into functioning 
ecosystems so we can make long-term population 
level impact that we can measure  

2. All Government’s in recent years have talked about 
“evidence bases”. This will continue.  

3. This is a cross-sector weakness. It can only be 
solved by cross-sector collaboration.  

4. We have the technology – shared measurement 
frameworks, Results Based Accountability (RBA).  

5. Outcomes and your service’s contribution to 
achieving a population level outcome will become 
the new measure of your success – not your 
number of staff or $.  

6. Does your organisation have the capacity or the 
partnerships to take a leap forward in this area in a 
geography or service domain?  
 
 

 



Big opportunity for WA to take next step as 
national policy leader 

1. We have made great strides in WA (disability 
services, self-directed services, move to 
outcomes in contracts, Mental Health move 
to ‘recovery’ model, establishment of the 
partnership Forum, Foyer etc).  

2. Building on this, our next step is to prove our 
mettle through service integration and 
collective impact which yields real direct 
results on real problems.  

3. Will the Partnership Forum and other social 
capital delivers the real social dividend of 
better service level outcomes?  

4. WA is ahead of the curve in many ways but 
will this result in new models and 
collaborations in key areas? What will this 
look like in your service area? In 
Homelessness? In Drug and alcohol?  



Pragmatists learn from others mistakes and 
successes 

1. In our current culture it is only our clinical 
areas which keep pace with global and 
national learning. What about management 
and service delivery, program design and 
funding sources?  

2. We must all read more, think more, use 
evidence more, be more aware of 
overseas, other sector developments. No 
sector is an island. We have to think and 
learn beyond our social-welfare ghetto, our 
comfort-zone.  

3. Much more open and explorative, risk-
taking and innovative.  

4. Innovation happens when ideas have sex.  



Chris Twomey 
Director of Policy, WA Council of Social Service 

Emerging Issues 2014 Forum  

The Social Environment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 [2:15]Acknowledge Wadjuk Noongar Boorda‘Koorah, Nitja, Boordahwan’ (past, present & future)



1. Increasing Poverty & Inequality  

WA continues to grow more unequal 
• Strong income growth for WA households 
• Poorest households left behind at a faster rate –  

• WACOSS Cost of Living Report  
• Only lower incomes falling behind cost of living 
• Even bigger gap in wealth distribution… 

- Bankwest Curtin Economic Centre “Sharing the Boom” 

Emerging evidence of negative impacts of inequality  
Economic growth, health & life expectancy,  
social harmony … and even economic growth  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bankwest Curtin Economics Centre – Sharing the Boom report“Over the last six years, WA incomes have outpaced national averages, even when  accounting for taxes and household size. Income growth across the boom period has seen income inequality increase  significantly, as the richer households sprint away from the rest of the distribution. The boom has benefited many - but the poorest households in WA are being left behind.  The boom is being shared, but shared too unequally.Low-income households are falling behind all others at a faster rate in WA than Australia…Those groups who have fallen behind … as the further the distance, the harder it is to catch up. children growing up in households on limited incomes, intergenerational  effects of disadvantage.the homeless, of which there are more than 13,000 in the  state. Aboriginal Australians who have seen no real gain in labour force participation. 

http://www.wacoss.org.au/Libraries/P_A_Cost_of_Living_Cost_of_Living_in_WA_Papers/WACOSS_Cost_of_Living_Report_2013.sflb.ashx
http://business.curtin.edu.au/local/docs/BCEC-Sharing-the-Boom.pdf


1. IMF report: Inequality & Growth 

Redistribution, Inequality & Growth (2014) 
• Higher inequality correlates with lower growth 
• Inequality makes growth more volatile & 

creates instability that can suddenly drag on growth 
• Redistribution does not effect GDP growth 

Debunks the myth overcoming inequality robs the rich  
of incentives to invest, and the poor incentives to work 
 

“lower net inequality is robustly correlated with faster and 
more durable growth, for a given level of redistribution” - IMF 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In February 2014 the International Monetary Fund concluded that inequality is a drag on growthThe IMF have advised governments concerned about sustainable growth - that countries with high levels of inequality suffered lower growth than nations that distributed incomes more evenly.It warned that inequality can also make growth more volatile and create the unstable conditions for a sudden slowdown in GDP growth.The IMF also concluded that redistribution had a neutral effect on GDP growth – debunking the myth that overcoming inequality robs the rich of incentives to invest and the poor of incentives to work ...The IMF concludes -“lower net inequality is robustly correlated with faster and more durable growth, for a given level of redistribution” [IMF Report Redistribution, Inequality & Growth (2014)]

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/sdn/2014/sdn1402.pdf


1. Thoughtfully balancing the budget 

ACOSS Commission of Audit recommendations: 
1. Restore revenues to pre-GFC level (25.1% GDP) 
2. Protect the most vulnerable 
3. Secure essential services, invest in prevention 
4. Opportunities for disadvantaged in labour market 
5. Target income support to those in need 
6. Close major gaps in social safety net 
7. Realign poorly targeted expenditure 
8. Close tax loopholes for high income earners 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SKIM or SKIPTouch briefly on the Commission of Audit – I gave evidence this morning to the Senate InquiryThe key issue is we are a low taxing economy with an aging populationWe gave away too many tax breaks and extended too many poorly targeted payments (middle class welfare) in the early 2000s during economic good timesIssue is a structural deficit in the budget – solution is to address revenue and ensure we prioritise service delivery to the most vulnerable

http://www.acoss.org.au/images/uploads/ACOSS_Commission_of_Audit_Submission_FINAL.pdf


1. Increasing Poverty & Inequality 

Vulnerable groups: 
• Poverty in Age- silver splitters, older unemployed… 
• Dementia crisis  … & CALD services 
• Single parents, children growing up in poverty 
• Increasing numbers of Children in Care 
• Non-citizens - TPVs, divorcees, foreign workers… 
• Aboriginal people, youth in justice system 
• Homelessness & mental health 
• Mentally ill outside of NDIS criteria 
• Long-term unemployed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick update on current and emerging vulnerable groups – discussed last year‘silver splitters’ people (mostly women) at risk of poverty in retirement as a result of relationship breakupWomen over 55 at risk of poverty in age due to lack of assets, super, homeOlder unemployed – can’t find work, struggle to survive on NSADementia crisis – over 300,000 currently requiring dementia care – double by 2030, hit 1Million by 2050Complex care requirements…Non-citizens  - what responsibility does the Australian government have to care for non-citizens in the community?EG: a New Zealander unable to access welfare benefits, an asylum seeker on a temporary protection visa without work rights, or the partner of a 457 visa holder (whose visa is reliant on their partner's employment) who is suffering from domestic violence. CALD – our society is getting more multicultural, but our service system remains white breadDementia in aged care for CALD a double challenge – reversion to first language & cultural norms = workforce match?



WA’s housing affordability CRISIS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time check [5 mins – 2:20]The availability of secure, sustainable, affordable housing remains the number one priority for the community services sector. Number 1 priority in our regional and metro community consultations in September 
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WA State Minimum Wage Overall Median Rent (Perth)

In March 2003,  
Perth median rent  
was  35% 
of the WA State  
Minimum Wage. 

75% 
of the WA State  

Minimum Wage. 

In March 2013,  
Perth median rent was  

Sources: REIWA Historic Rental & Vacancy Data ; WA Department of Commerce, State Minimum Wage Rate 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Quickly)Most of you will have seen this in our Cost of Living reportIt shows median rent as a proportion of income  - rising from 35% to 75% over the last decadeIt is the starkest illustration of the affordability crisis … for low to middle income households

http://reiwa.com.au/Research/Pages/Market-indicators.aspx


 
 
 

Home Ownership Rates by Age 

Source: Grattan Institute  (2013)  Renovating Housing Policy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Graph from the Grattan Institute Clearly shows the dramatic emergence of intergenerational inequity in housing and wealth over the last  three decades

http://grattan.edu.au/static/files/assets/b8ea6c12/800_Renovating_Housing.pdf


 
 
 

Home Ownership Rates by Age 

Source: Grattan Institute  (2013)  Renovating Housing Policy 

GENERATION RENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intergenerational Inequity in Wealth…

http://grattan.edu.au/static/files/assets/b8ea6c12/800_Renovating_Housing.pdf


2. Housing Market Failure 

Growing gaps:  
• Construction vs. Demand 
• Affordability vs. Availability  (… location & opportunity) 

• Intergenerational wealth 

Huge subsidies for perverse outcomes 
• Tax system - Negative gearing, capital gains 
• First Home Owners Grant 

Diminishing investment in social housing 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Housing construction continues to fall behind demand, andThe amount of available, affordable rental properties for low-to moderate income households remains at crisis levels(The freeing up in rental vacancies has only really occurred in the upper end of the market)The two biggest problems are – (1) we are spending too much on policies that are not deliveringAnd (2) at the same time we’ve continued to reduce our investment in public and community housingI will quickly flick thru some slides that illustrate these problems …



2. Housing Market Failure 

SOURCE: 
Saul Eslake 
“50 years of 
Housing failure” 
September 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flick thru …These slides are from an excellent recent talk by Saul Eslake titled “50 years of Housing Failure” …They will be in your notes to look thru in more detail, and I recommend you follow the link to read or listen through it onlineThis slide shows housing construction falling behind population growth – In WA in recent times (with a peak last year of 1650 new people moving to WA per week) we’ve seen this gap grow much widerhttp://www.slideshare.net/k22geo/henry-george-dinner-sep-2013-slides 

http://www.prosper.org.au/2013/09/03/saul-eslake-50-years-of-housing-failure/
http://www.prosper.org.au/2013/09/03/saul-eslake-50-years-of-housing-failure/


2. Housing Market Failure 

SOURCE: 
Saul Eslake 
“50 years of 
Housing failure” 
September 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flick thru …After the dramatic post-War phase, home ownership rates haven’t changed or have worsened over the last half century

http://www.prosper.org.au/2013/09/03/saul-eslake-50-years-of-housing-failure/
http://www.prosper.org.au/2013/09/03/saul-eslake-50-years-of-housing-failure/


2. Housing Market Failure 

SOURCE: 
Saul Eslake 
“50 years of 
Housing failure” 
September 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flick thru …First Home Owners Grant is poorly targeted “status based welfare”Problem exacerbated in early 2000’s when the Howard Govt removed the means testing for dubious and entirely political reasons.It is both expensive and highly inflationary…

http://www.prosper.org.au/2013/09/03/saul-eslake-50-years-of-housing-failure/
http://www.prosper.org.au/2013/09/03/saul-eslake-50-years-of-housing-failure/


2. Housing Market Failure 

SOURCE: 
Saul Eslake 
“50 years of 
Housing failure” 
September 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph compares rental vacancy rates in Australia (with negative gearing) to the Us (without it)…It clearly shows that the policy is not delivering more affordable rental properties to the market >> (next slide)

http://www.prosper.org.au/2013/09/03/saul-eslake-50-years-of-housing-failure/
http://www.prosper.org.au/2013/09/03/saul-eslake-50-years-of-housing-failure/


2. Housing Market Failure 

SOURCE: 
Saul Eslake 
“50 years of 
Housing failure” 
September 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flick thru …Negative gearing is an expensive program delivering perverse outcomesWe can see here a large growth in individual investors with rental income, matched by a high and growing percentage of landlords with loss-making incomeDue to these policy settings Australia has most of its affordable rental properties provided by ‘mum and dad’ investors – compared to overseas where large institutional investors make up a much bigger part of the marketOwnership of residential real estate is concentrated among high income groups – the top 20% own 36% all property and 47% of all property that isn’t owner-occupier (proxy for rental)We need to change our policy settings to shift the balance … 

http://www.prosper.org.au/2013/09/03/saul-eslake-50-years-of-housing-failure/
http://www.prosper.org.au/2013/09/03/saul-eslake-50-years-of-housing-failure/


2. Housing Policy Reform 

Fixing housing affordability:   
• Abolish FHOG & negative gearing 
• Redirect funds saved to increase supply 
• Replace State stamp duty on land transfers with 

broad-based land tax (no owner-occupier exemption ) 

• A holistic view of urban infrastructure – link 
transport investment to ‘betterment levies’ on uplift 

• Reduce green-fields up-front infrastructure costs 
• Reduce cost, complexity & uncertainty of in-fill 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIME CHECK (8 mins? 2:23)Skip over quickly…



2. Housing Market Solutions 

“We need systemic reform – but lack political will”  
       Saul Eslake 
• Increased public investment 
• Increase growth of community housing sector 
• Rebalance investment incentives   (fix tax system) 
• Institutional investment     AHURI - ‘policy packages’ 
• More efficient city design  

Link planning and infrastructure   
Transport, capture uplift, in-fill, mandate mix, local workers…  

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 key points:A policy package necessary to remove the basic barrier to institutional investment (an inadequate risk-adjusted rate of return) will entail three components: a form of guaranteed subsidy stream; a mechanism for delivering the necessary subsidy and; (3) a private financing option. “The key implication for government here is that a successful attack on the affordability problem requires a carefully constructed approach that entails all three components, each of which is necessary but not sufficient for the purpose.”AHURI “The financing of residential development in Australia”http://www.ahuri.edu.au/publications/download/ahuri_30021_fr

http://www.ahuri.edu.au/publications/projects/p71016


Chris Twomey 
Director of Policy, WA Council of Social Service 
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1. Implications of Political Uncertainty 

The Political Environment: 
• Lack of clear social policy agenda 
• Funding uncertainty beyond 30 June 
• Concerning signals: 

Commission of Audit 
McClure welfare review 
‘End of Age of Entitlement’ 
Repeal day – a mixed blessing?  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We heard from Elena how political uncertainty in Canberra is impacting on community services …I will quickly touch on a couple of the implications for services

http://www.ncoa.gov.au/docs/NCA_TERMS_OF_REFERENCE.pdf
http://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/FlagPost/2014/March/McClure_welfare_review


1. Implications of Political Uncertainty 

Trends, Analysis & Speculation: 
• Less enthusiasm for national role, smaller govt. 
• Won’t ‘micro-manage’ charities  
• Shift from COAG and NPAs to … more Bi-Lats? 
• More program oversight divested to States? 
• Reduced federal funding .. But where? 
• Narrowing of scope of charitable purposes? 
• US-style restrictions on advocacy …via tax status? 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have heard that:“It’s the end of the Age of Entitlement”And “Government should only do for people what they can’t do for themselves”But we haven’t had any clear announcement about social policy programs and directions ..(talk thru points briefly)



1. Implications: Risks.. & Opportunities? 

Under-developed social policy agenda  
An opportunity for influence?  
But limited access ...  

& No formal consultation mechanisms  

Risks of austerity with rising unemployment   
Business group warns Abbott government against  
tough budget cuts:  
Australian Industry Group says “Coalition’s plans for 
economic austerity risk damaging an already weak economy” 

 
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Under-developed social policy agenda An opportunity for influence? �But limited access ...ChannelsFraming & positioning … StrategyRisks of austerity with rising unemployment  Business group warns Abbott government against tough budget cuts: �Australian Industry Group says “Coalition’s plans for economic austerity risk damaging an already weak economy”Increasing demand – need to do more with less?

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/feb/10/business-group-warns-government-against-tough-budgett
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/feb/10/business-group-warns-government-against-tough-budgett
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/feb/10/business-group-warns-government-against-tough-budgett
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/feb/10/business-group-warns-government-against-tough-budgett
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• Feb13 Highest 
unemployment rate 
since the GFC.  
Last at 5.9% in 2003 

• Last year’s WA State 
Budget forecast 
unemployment to be 
5.5% in 2013-14.  

Seasonally Adjusted 

WA Unemployment Rate (Persons) 
(March 2008-February 2014) 

Source: ABS (2014) 6202.0 - Labour Force, Australia, Feb 2014, Table 8. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back here in WA, a growing challenge is unemployment. The WA unemployment rate in February was the highest it’s been since the time of the global financial crisis. The increased unemployment rate wasn’t completely unexpected … the 2013-14 State Budget forecast that the 2013-14 unemployment rate would be 5.5%. But the large jump - 0.7% - between January 2014 and February 2014 was exceptionally large. Last time we saw a jump this big was between October-November 2008. Last time we saw unemployment this high was over a decade ago in late 2003

http://abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/6202.0Feb 2014?OpenDocument
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WA Unemployment Numbers 

Source: ABS (2014) 6202.0 - Labour Force, Australia, Feb 2014, Table 8. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With WA’s population continuing to grow, and the unemployment rate rising, this means larger numbers of people being unemployed … and more people needing services and support. The 2014 Labour Force stats from the ABS showed a spike of an additional 9,300 unemployed men of if February. It’s not 100% clear what caused this spike, a 25% increase in the space of one month 

http://abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/6202.0Feb 2014?OpenDocument
http://abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/6202.0Feb 2014?OpenDocument
http://abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/6202.0Feb 2014?OpenDocument
http://abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/6202.0Feb 2014?OpenDocument


1. Implications of Social Program Cuts 

How are service funding cuts targeted? 
• Evidence-based & strategic vs. vegemite? 
• Chronic & crisis vs. prevention & early intervention? 
E.g. Medicare GP co-payments vs. Hospital & critical care costs.. 
• Ideology or political expediency? 
How do we advocate?   

Priority is outcomes for vulnerable…  
Principles: Evidence-base, Collaborative process, 
Responsible transition, Net growth to meet demand 

More intensive, linked-up & sustained services... 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No clear messages – but growing speculation about social program cutsOn one hand we may see a strategy of threatening more cuts – so we’re grateful when we get less… ..But is also clear Govt sees Welfare budget as ‘unsustainable’ and intends to reduce size of govt..Concern: what is the basis for cuts – how are they targeted & justified?Are programs being re-prioritised & focused, or simply reduced thru across the board cuts (vegemite)?Careful about positioning – picking winners and being blamed by losersFocus on key priorities = principle-based (not political) decision makingPriority = better outcomes for our most vulnerable and at-risk citizensPrinciplesEvidence base – show us the evidence of what is working and what isn’t. justify cutsCollaborative progress – need to engage with community sector about re-prioritisation … work with us to alleviate impacts, identify and avoid unintended consequences (collateral damage)Plan for a responsible transition – don’t just pull the rug out from under vulnerable people / services they rely onNet growth to meet demandRisk of cutting effective services or reducing their ability to deliver outcomes – focus on those which are proven to deliver sustained outcomes and reduce expenditure elsewhere … and sustain or increase their funding �(eg Homeless services save  on average$3845 per person per year)

http://www.wacoss.org.au/files/pbs2014_15.pdf
http://www.wacoss.org.au/files/pbs2014_15.pdf


Reasons to Invest Early 

Source: Heckman & Masterov (2004) The Productivity Argument for Investing in Young Children 

Rate of return to 
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human capital 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good reasons to invest earlyWhat we know from the evidence about investment in The Early Years…

http://www.nber.org/papers/w13016


2. Service Design Environment 

Changes on the policy horizon   
• New Incorporated Associations Act … to come 
• OSH & Privacy Regs - impact all Cwth contracts 
• Women in Workplace legislation? 
• ACNC repeal, powers to ATO (Senate may block?)  
• Charities Act changes …  
• Red tape repeals… vs protections? 

Balanced & appropriate? Accountable – to whom? 
Governance, service outcomes… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHECK TIME [15 mins]SKIP



2. Service Design & Workforce 

How do we sustain a workforce capable of delivering 
individualised funding? (NDIS, Aged Care…) 
Skills gaps: complex needs = wrap-around, cross 
     disciplinary, outcome-based, individualised, flexible… 
Workforce strategy? Low level entry points for those 
     excluded from labour force (eg. single parents..) 
     OR import workforce from developing world? 
Individual funding requires I R reform 

Awards vs individual contracts, zero hour… etc. 
Vulnerable workers, significant labour market shifts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yesterday (Mon 31 March 2014) WA Premier & PM signed the NDIS agreementOn 1 July the My Way trials in the SW region and the National Model trials in the Perth Hills will commence (with Cockburn/Kwinana My Way trials commencing later in the year)…Challenge: How do we build and sustain a workforce capable of delivering individualised funding? FREIGHT TRAINS – NDIS & Structural Aging / aged care / dementia Will require lots of workers with high level skillsWe are not currently producing them, workforce is aging … and work is becoming less attractive (uncertain hours & conditions)Some of our most vulnerable – will require a lot more scaffolding – specialised care skillsIncreased consumer direction & person centred care planning requires different/additional skillsPerhaps we can tackle two of our workforce challenges at the same time and align policy targets? By creating low-skilled entry points and pathways to skill up for some currently excluded from the workforce (eg mums returning to work – not young men -> appropriate social skills = caring roles)Opportunity to move out of poverty, secure their families future and plug the workforce gapPolicy Gap – we need to retain the capacity to move beyond one-on-one relationships and think about the whole systemWe need to build smart systems, data & evaluation into everything we do … retain and build the capacity for independent systemic analysis* Localised and individualised program and service models require overarching frameworksWe have a long way to go on getting OUTCOMES right – cannot afford to devolve to the individual contract level..



2. Service Design & Sustainability 

How do we survive transitions in funding models?  
Up-front block-funding to arrears payments 

Requires: scale, capital, systems, expertise ..  
Will change the size & diversity of the sector (eg. UK) 

Pressures to consolidate (external and internal) 
• Service integration (not=) amalgamation 
• Collaborative models of partnership 
• Back of house support 
• Rules of engagement? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transition up-front block-funding to arrears paymentsRequires: scale, capital, systems, expertise … OR support? – is there a role for respectful partnerships / back office support? Will change the size & diversity of the sector (eg. UK)UK Story – NFP & charitable sector didn’t have the scale and positioning to survive, take advantage of and flourish when the environment changed ..Move to more large head contracts – large FP services (Serco, G4S ..) subcontracting smaller local NFP services = skim & squeeze, focus on meeting payment outcome requirements..Requires: scale, capital, systems, expertise … OR support? – a role for respectful partnerships /back office support?Pressures to consolidate – achieve sustainable scale, deliver integrated services, govts looking to reduce their complexity & admin = less contracts, more similar … competition/risk for For Profits moving into spaceWe need to go in with our eyes openAdvocacy about the implications & risks… evidence vs assumptions …Preparedness to adapt where advocacy fails and change is inevitableStory may be different for specialist and stand-alone servicesServices in country towns – may survive because town prepared to subsidise service? Or if partner with larger org to deliver back of house support (Communities for children model)Federal govt may be unlikely to go down the head-contract / For-Profit route now, but maybe in second term



2. Collaborative Design Opportunity… 

Southwest Native Title Settlement 
Will include long-term sustainable funding 
for Aboriginal community-controlled services… 

Role of community sector leadership 
• Partner & support development 
• Build capacity & share expertise 
• Provide back of house support 
• Not to take over or displace 
Opportunity to build the model for other localised  
community-controlled regional service development 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OPPORTUNITYSouthwest Native title settlement – resources to support the development and long-term sustainable funding of Aboriginal community controlled servicesmoral role (imperative) of sector is to partner & support this development, build capacity & provide systems, tools and back-ups – NOT take over or displaceOpportunity here to build the model for other localised community-controlled/based regional servicesNOTE – under the radar – we’ve seen dramatic changes in service delivery in regional & remote aboriginal communities �… almost no-one left who isn’t big … or supported by a large providerKey question – are we building local capacity & civil society … or undermining it?Challenge (regional / local) – how maintain diversity to keep strength & flexibility … while getting enough scale to tackle complexity & sustain services

http://www.dpc.wa.gov.au/lantu/Claims/Pages/SouthWestSettlement.aspx


Chris Twomey 
Director of Policy, WA Council of Social Service 

Emerging Issues 2014 Forum  

The Sector Environment 



1. Local Govt. & Communities? 

Opportunities in localised service planning & delivery: 

Amalgamation of Dept. Local Govt. & Communities 

• Implications for localised service responses 

• Engagement of LGAs in social planning 

• Opportunities to align LGA & Dept. boundaries 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SKIP OVER		Time check [20 mins]I will briefly cover these three points… Currently the engagement of Local Governments in planning for, commissioning, supporting or delivering community services is very patchy. Some (examples - Armadale, Cockburn, Joondalup?) see this as their core business and have a history of engagement, many others are just focused on roads and rates and planning approvals and don’t consider it relevant. 

http://www.dlg.wa.gov.au/Content/LG/LGReform/About.aspx


1. Integrated Strategic Planning 

Strategic Community Plans: 
• Establish community vision for LGA future, 

aspirations & service expectations 
• Drive the development of LGA Area, Place &  

Regional Plans – resources & informing strategies 
• Ultimate driver of all other planning 

  

The integration of asset, service & financial plans means LGA 
resource capabilities are matched to community needs…  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community Services Sector needs to be aware that these planning processes are the key vehicle for driving local reform 10 year plansLocal Governments are meant to be consulting with communities & stakeholders The current process of LGAs developing strategic community plans creates opportunities for local governments to be considering these issues, and for local services and community members to be engaging with their Councils about social planning issues. This engagement needs to happen at a council by council level – there is no one central means for learning about, viewing or engaging with these planning processes. (As a peak WACOSS can’t, for instance, afford to engage with 138 LGAs… but we can provide very useful advice on social trends & emerging issues to DLGC)Key question for community sector leaders – Do you know about this? Do you understand what Local Councils need to do and what are the opportunities for engagement? What are the implications for your services?Opportunity to engage… BUT you need to understand planning processes, and where you fit in…



1. Local Govt. & Communities 

Challenges: 
• LGA capacity, understanding & engagement  

with social planning and local services is patchy. 
• A need for shared approaches, pooled resources  

… & an overarching framework. 
• Legacy of ill-will, due to ‘forced amalgamations.’ 
• No clear point of contact or shared model? 
• Clarity of LGA role … as a planner, enabler & 

purchaser/partner in services – not a provider? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The opportunity is for local government to be a key partner in planning and supporting place-based approaches to delivering more joined up services, and local government has local resources, networks and processes of community engagement that can really add value to local partnerships and initiatives.There are a couple of key challenges and barriers:Local government capacity and expertise in social service planning is very patchy.There is a key role for some overarching frameworks and tools across local governments. There is the legacy of ill-will between LGAs, WALGA and the old Dept of Local Govt, due to past engagements … the politics surrounding ‘forced’ local government amalgamations, and perceptions of different standards for metro versus regional or ‘high profile’ councils.There is an opportunity with a new Minister Tony Simpson - who is keen to actively support closer links between local govts and community services.



1. Local Govt. & Communities 

Opportunities: 
• Linking social planning & place-based responses  
• New Minister keen on closer sector links 
• Free or low-rent premises? 
• LGA’s community education & referral role? 
• Lead LGAs as exemplars – demonstration initiatives 

• Strong synergies in community engagement 
Changing culture, building expectations … 

 
 



1. Local Govt. & Communities 

The way forward: 
• Support LGAs to understand & map social needs  

& engage in cmty planning with local services. 
• Provide central expertise & analysis to identify  

& prioritise existing & emerging need. 
• Align boundaries across all levels of Govt. 
• Measure & showcase successful local initiatives. 
• Share learnings, lead cultural change. 

  

Social planning becomes a central part  
of local planning & accountability over time… 

 
 



2. Partnerships 

1. Inter-sectoral partnerships 

2. Government & community sector  

3. Developments in private philanthropy  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIME CHECK – decide which to skip..Pick final point to finish on = Partnership Forum ..



2… Inter-sectoral Partnerships 

Challenge: better & sustained outcomes  
 Especially for those with complex needs 

• Capture learnings of success in integrated,  
wrap-around & location based initiatives 

• Quantify the value & cost of partnership 
• Develop the funding and partnership models 

 
Infant Mental Health project learnings: 

Service integration is a journey, not a single model 
‘Work’ gets in the way = KPIs & contracts… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The challenge – how to deliver better and more sustainable outcomes, particularly for those with complex need. (‘Doing more with less’ ) [[cf Services section & delete bits]]Two sides to the story: �(i) What are the learnings from successive collaborations about how to deliver more integrated, wrap-around services & better client outcomes?  (…and where does it break down – lack of resources for collaboration, unbalanced or insincere relationships…) (ii) The pressures to consolidate are real – ‘we need to have a mature conversation about it’… Converging pressures on sector – new funding and contracting models, attitudes and preferences of govt departments to work with fewer, bigger contracts (or one lead organisation in a consortium..), individualised funding, arrears payments…etc. Concern the outcome could be a loss of sector diversity, fewer smaller orgs, more corporate service models… [Our primary concern is outcomes. Nothing inherent about size – small can be more responsive… but not necessarily so]We put a lot of effort into advocating for diversity and supporting smaller orgs, but only achieve limited outcomes and appear to be delaying the inevitable…?[How can we best support and maintain responsive services and deliver the best on the ground outcomes??]Can we develop positive models of collaboration and support between smaller specialist or regional services and larger  metro or state-wide ones - that are about true partnership and not assimilation? What are the rules of engagement?



2… The Partnership Forum 

Partnership Forum – Strategic Directions 2014-16 

• Political imperative to demonstrate DCSP outcomes 

• Challenge move beyond contracts & high-level policy  

• Opportunity for cmty sector to actively engage  
in on-the-ground demonstration initiatives 
 

Window of opportunity – focus on outcomes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Engagement across government departments has improved significantly in many areas, but still patchy …Need to ensure we are getting a change of culture and attitudesSome good examples of collaborative service design are emerging..Concern we need to make it somebody’s job to pull together and share the learnings and case studies, to do the analysis and push out the recommendations about best practice. Who has the capacity? Can departments build in some resources for independent analysis? Crucial phase for the Partnership Forum – need to deliver tangible outcomes during this term of government to demonstrate the value of the partnership approach & DCSP.Challenge is how to move from a discussion of high level principles to on the ground implementation.Decision to focus on some demonstration initiatives by the Forum in its Strategic Directions work plan 2014-16Aim is to work out how to get real collaboration across portfolio, departmental and service area silos in a very practical way – then work out what this means for future service design, funding, contracting and delivery.Opportunity for the sector to jump in and get involved – but we need to be proactive participants, and not just along for the ride. Success is likely to set the agenda for the next steps in the DCSP reforms.

http://www.partnershipforum.dpc.wa.gov.au/AboutUs/Pages/Default.aspx


2… The Partnership Forum 

Strategic Directions 2014-16 

1. Housing and Homelessness 

2. Youth at Risk (esp. Aboriginal) 

3. The Early Years 

4. Measuring the impacts of DCSP 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[insert notes from my doc]



3. Developments in Philanthropy 

Opportunities for true industry partnerships? 
First steps in cultural change in venture philanthropy 
Move from grants to active partnerships 

Strategic investment to unlock system potential 
Private philanthropy = innovation, flexibility, risk 

Complement & lead the way for public programs 
• Partner with experts, services & local cmtys 
• Pick up successful international initiatives 
• Leverage systemic change in public programs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Developments in Private PhilanthropyExamples – Fogherty Foundation, Woodside [name of community fund?] Andrew Forrest ‘slavery initiative’ BHP Rio TintoWe have seen a move toward cultural change in venture philanthropy ... with a few key players (eg Fogherty Foundation, Andrew Forrest, Woodside, BHP, Rio Tinto) focusing on how strategic investments can unlock the potential of the systemThere are great benefits for both corporate philanthropists and the community sector from a more strategic and partnership-based approach to investment replacing a scatter-gun approach to one-off grants to local communitiesPrivate philanthropy has the capacity to be more innovative and flexible, to partner with experts, services and local communities to trial more joined-up local approaches – to pick up successful models from around the world and see how they might be adapted and adopted… and to do so in a way that can then leverage systemic change in public programs and systems.Also – a warning for small to medium community service organisations who are looking to engage with private donors for the first time to ‘be careful what you wish for’. There is some risk for organisations without he capacity and experience in engaging with unsophisticated private donors that managing the funding and delivering on commitments can potentially involve more work than benefit..



3. Developments in Philanthropy 

Note to SMEs on first engagement with private donors 
 

“Be careful what you wish for…” 
 

Risk in engaging with unsophisticated private donors  
Managing funding & delivering commitments  
can involve more work than benefit… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[insert notes from my doc]



 
Key Issues for Community Services 

 
 Reform                                       

How to drive change and future directions, rather than passively accepting or 
implementing them 
 

Adaptation 
Plan to adapt our organisations (or not), strategic directions to deliver mission 
in new context, implement change and manage new systems, processes, 
funding streams, skills and capacity 
 

Roles  
Managing roles & relationships with other sectors and Governments  
 

Relationships 
Positioning our role in civil society, particularly our relationships with 
consumers and the broader community 

Issues for Community Sector Leadership 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CRITICAL QUESTIONS  [WHERE?]Skills Govt have in being able to judge outcomes (service performance, ability to measure outcomes, appropriateness) and governance when awarding tenders ??How do we approach Govt when they lack a strategy or framework?[Concern about promise of Community Housing strategy…
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